Graduate College Brown Bag Lectures, Fall 2018

Sept. 17
Rod Lib. 287
12:00-12:20 p.m.
Dr. Seong- In Choi
South Korean Counseling Trainees’ Self-Perceptions of Multicultural Counseling Competency

Sept. 17
Rod Lib. 287
12:25-12:45 p.m.
Dr. Gabriela Olivares
Advancing L2 Learning with TELL tools for Non Traditional Students.

Oct. 25
Rod Lib. 287
12:30-12:50 p.m.
Dr. Chad Heinzel
Geology and Natural History of the Cedar River and Black Hawk Creek

Oct. 25
Rod Lib. 287
12:55-1:20 p.m.
Dr. Louis Fenech
“Five Guys Walk onto a Stage”

Nov. 13
Rod Lib. 287
12:30-12:50 p.m.
Dr. Jeremy Schraffenberger
Americanism and the North American Review

Nov. 13
Rod Lib. 287
12:55-1:20 p.m.
Dr. Jimin Kahng
Development of Utterance Fluency and Cognitive Fluency in Second Language